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𝐸 𝑥, 𝑦 =  Σ 𝑤! ,![𝐼!!!,!!! −  𝐼!,!] !	
	
The	change,	E,	for	a	small	shift	(x,	y)	can	be	rewritten	as		
























𝑇𝑟 𝑀 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 = 𝐴 + 𝐵	

























































































































































































































































for c in contours: 
        #find the bounding rectangles in the contours 
        x,y,w,h = cv2.boundingRect(c) 
         
        #Identify largest rectangle as foreground component 
        if (h >= h_max and w >= w_max): 
            r = (x, y, w, h) 
            w_max = w 
            h_max = h 
	
mask = np.where((mask == 2) | (mask == 0), 0,1).astype('uint8') 






























































































































































































01: def template_match(template, dst_img): 
02:     #make copy to be cropped based on found region later 
03:     found_template = dst_img.copy() 
04:      
05:     temp_gray = cv2.cvtColor(template, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 
06:     temp_gray = cv2.Canny(temp_gray, 50, 200) 
07:     (h, w) = temp_gray.shape[:2] 
08:      
09:     dst_gray = cv2.cvtColor(dst_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 
10:      
11:     #bookkeeping variable - matched region 
12:     found = None 
13:  
14:     for scale in np.linspace(0.2, 1.0, 20)[::-1] 
15:  
16:         resized = cv2.resize(dst_gray, (int(dst_gray.shape[1]*scale),  
17:             int(dst_gray.shape[0]*scale))) 
18:  
19:         #bookeeping variable - ratio 
20:         ratio = dst_gray.shape[1] / float(resized.shape[1]) 
21:  
22:         if (resized.shape[0] < h or resized.shape[1] < w): 
23:             break 
24:  
25:         edges = cv2.Canny(resized, 50, 200) 
26:         match = cv2.matchTemplate(edges, temp_gray, cv2.TM_CCOEFF) 
27:  
28:         (_, maxVal, _, maxLoc) = cv2.minMaxLoc(match) 
29:  
30:         #update region bookeeping variable 
31:         if found is None or maxVal > found[0]: 
32:             found = (maxVal, maxLoc, ratio) 
33:  
34:     #unpack bookkeeping variable 
35:     (_, maxLoc, ratio) = found 
36:  
37:     #create bounding rectangle based on stored ratio 
38:     (startX, startY) = (int(maxLoc[0]*ratio), int(maxLoc[1]*ratio)) 
39:     (endX, endY) = (int((maxLoc[0]+w)*ratio), int((maxLoc[1]+h)*ratio)) 
40:  
41:     region_height = endY - startY 
42:     region_width = endX - startX 
43:  
44:  
45:     found_template = found_template[startY: startY+region_height,  
46:     startX: startX+region_width] 
47:  





01: def orb_match(img1, img2, matched_region, template): 
02:     orb = cv2.ORB_create() 
03:          
04:     keyPt1, desc1 = orb.detectAndCompute(template, None) 
05:     keyPt2, desc2 = orb.detectAndCompute(matched_region, None) 
06:      
07:     bf = cv2.BFMatcher(cv2.NORM_HAMMING, crossCheck=True) 
08:      
09:     matches = bf.match(desc1, desc2) 
10:      
11:     matches = sorted(matches, key = lambda x:x.distance) 
12:  
13:     # Draw first 10 matches. 
14:     out = cv2.drawMatches(template,keyPt1,matched_region,keyPt2, 
15:   matches[:15], None, flags=2) 
16:     cv2.imshow("matches", out) 
17:     cv2.waitKey(0) 
18:     cv2.destroyAllWindows 
19:     matches = matches[:15] 
20:     source_pts = [] 
21:     dest_pts = [] 
22:     for m in matches: 
23:         source_pts.append(keyPt1[m.queryIdx].pt) 
24:         dest_pts.append(keyPt2[m.trainIdx].pt) 
25:          
26:     print(source_pts) 
27:  
28:          
29:     source_pts = np.array(source_pts, dtype=np.float32) 
30:     dest_pts = np.array(dest_pts, dtype=np.float32) 
31:      
32:     M, mask = cv2.findHomography(source_pts, dest_pts,  
33:  cv2.RANSAC, 5.0) 
34:  
35:     img_out = cv2.warpPerspective(img1, M, (img1.shape[1],  
36:  img1.shape[0])) 
37:     cv2.imshow("warped", img_out)   















01: def extract_foreground(image): 
02:     """ 
03:         This function segements and then finds the contours within an image. 
04:         These contours are bounded by a rectangle, the largest of which 
05:         is used for the Grab Cut algorithm in order to extract the foreground  
06:         of the image 
07:          
08:         Args: 
09:          image (np.ndarray): image from which to extract the foreground 
10:         Returns: 
11:          foreground_extracted (np.ndarray): extracted foreground from the image       
12:     """ 
13:     img = image.copy() 
14:     img = cv2.pyrDown(img) 
15:      
16:     #kernel for closing edges 
17:     kernel = np.ones((5,5)) 
18:      
19:     #Perform color quantizization 
20:     #quantized = quantize_color(img) 
21:  
22:     #Threshold the image to segment it 
23:     #ret, threshold = cv2.threshold(quantized, 125, 235, cv2.THRESH_BINARY) 
24:     #ret, threshold = cv2.threshold(quantized, 200, 255, cv2.THRESH_BINARY) 
25:     ret, threshold = cv2.threshold(img, 195, 240, cv2.THRESH_BINARY) 
26:     
27:     cv2.imshow("retim", threshold) 
28:     cv2.waitKey(0) 
29:     cv2.destroyAllWindows() 
30:  
31:     #De-noise image before edge detection 
32:     blur = cv2.GaussianBlur(threshold, (11,11), 3) 
33:  
34:     #Blur edges 
35:     edges = cv2.Canny(blur, 50, 55, 7) 
36:      
37:     #Close edges to create cohesive edge 
38:     edges = cv2.morphologyEx(edges, cv2.MORPH_CLOSE, kernel) 
39:      
40:     #Find the external contours of the edge image 
41:     img, contours, hierarchy = cv2.findContours(edges, cv2.RETR_EXTERNAL,  
42:                                                 cv2.CHAIN_APPROX_NONE) 
43:  
44:     #initial max values for finding largest rectangle in contours 
45:     w_max = 0 
46:     h_max = 0 
47:      
48:     #iterate through each contour found in the image 
49:     for c in contours: 
50:         #find the bounding rectangles in the contours 
51:         x,y,w,h = cv2.boundingRect(c) 
52:          
	 26	
53:         #Identify largest rectangle as foreground component 
54:         if (h >= h_max and w >= w_max): 
55:             r = (x, y, w, h) 
56:             w_max = w 
57:             h_max = h 
58:  
59:      
60:         #rect = cv2.minAreaRect(c) 
61:         #print("rect", rect) 
62:         #box = cv2.boxPoints(rect) 
63:         #box = np.int0(box) 
64:   
65:         #draw contours on image 
66:         #img = cv2.drawContours(img, c, -1, (255,128,0), 2) 
67:         #img = cv2.drawContours(img, [box], -1, (128, 0, 255), 2) 
68:      
69:     #Copy to preserve original 
70:     foreground_extracted = image.copy() 
71:     foreground_extracted = cv2.pyrDown(foreground_extracted) 
72:  
73:      
74:     #Create initial mask of zeros and foreground and background of zeros 
75:     mask = np.zeros(foreground_extracted.shape[:2], np.uint8) 
76:     background = np.zeros((1, 65), np.float64) 
77:     foreground = np.zeros((1, 65), np.float64) 
78:      
79:     #Extract the area bounded by rectangle r and create mask 
80:     cv2.grabCut(foreground_extracted, mask, r, background, foreground, 6,  
81:                 cv2.GC_INIT_WITH_RECT)   
82:      
83:     cv2.pyrUp(mask) 
84:      
85:     mask2 = np.where((mask == 2) | (mask == 0), 0, 1).astype('uint8') 
86:     foreground_extracted = foreground_extracted * mask2[:,:,np.newaxis] 
87:     foreground_extracted = foreground_extracted[y: y+h, x: x+w] 
88:      
89:     return foreground_extracted 
 
 
